
Terms of reference and chapter of services in support of the applicants and the 
Consular chancery of the Embassy of Italy in Tehran in the issuance of entry 
visas. 
 
Art. 1 Definitions 
 
VISA: Transit visa, Schengen visa or national visa. 
OFFICE: Consular Chancery of the Embassy of Italy in Tehran 
COMPANY: private company selected by the Embassy of Italy and therefore part of the contract 
signed with the Embassy to offer support services in the VISA issuing procedure. 
MINISTRY: the Italian Ministry of Foreign Affairs 
USERS: individual applicants benefiting from the services offered by the company 
 
Art 2 Nature and scope of the service to be delivered by the company 
 
The service, is offered upon decision of the Embassy of Italy in Tehran and obeying art. 30 of 
Italian Dgls n. 163 of April 12, 2006. The Company undertakes any business risk related to the 
service and plainly fulfils its obligations under the terms specified in the final contract signed with 
the Embassy of Italy. 
The compensation for the service offered by the company consists only of the service fee added to 
the visa fee due to the Office by the applicant. The service fee is applied to every application and its 
amount is specified in the offer submitted in the tender, without any financial burden on the Office 
and on the Italian Government.  
The company cannot claim any reimboursement/refund from the Government of Italy/Embassy of 
Italy for any of the services provided. 
 
The company engages to offer, at its expenses and with adequate means and resources, the 
following services: 
 
a) Dissemination of information on visas and visa issuing procedure 
 
The company provides the users with complete information on procedure and requirements for visa 
applications, through call center and/or website and/or service centre open to the public. Front desks 
can distribute literature on visas approved and/or provided by the Office. 
 
b) Collection/receipt of visa applications, pre-scrutiny and transmission to the Office 
 
The Company shall set an appointments schedule at its dedicated service centre, according to a 
daily schedule of processed applications agreed upon with the Office. Appointments are booked 
through call center and/or website strictly according to the order of presentation of the appointment 
request (first come, first served order) and to instructions received by the Embassy. Some 
categories, such as relatives of Italian citizens, will be granted earlier appointments. The Embassy 
can instruct the company to book appointments for specified persons or to book fast appointments 
for specified applicants. The company will take any necessary step to ensure appointments are 
booked personally by the applicants without intermediaries (i.e. through recalling/emailing the 
applicant in order to confirm the appointment).  
 
Applications are received by the company exclusively across the counter at the dedicated service 
centre created by the company to provide the service related to Italian visas. Every single 
application is received only from the applicant or close members of his family (mother, father, son, 
daughter, brother, sister). Before the introduction of the biometric application system, every 



applicant can submit applications only for himself and maximum close members of his family. The 
Company scrutinises the applications received to ensure that they are complete and contain all 
supporting documentation as specified in a check-list provided by the Office. Where an application 
is not complete, the Company informs the applicant and offers guidance in providing the missing 
requirements. The Company will not have any discretion to refuse an application which is not 
complete if the applicant insists on submitting it. 
Visa applications will be presented to the company service centre on a voluntary basis. Anytime 
applicants can submit applications directly to the office.  
 
The Company arranges to forward all applications collected to the Office, which is fully and 
exclusively responsible for the scrutiny of the applications, approval, issuance of visas and or 
rejection of applications. The company shall forward the applications, including all the attached 
documents,  the first working day after receiving it from the applicant.  
The company is responsible for passports and files until their arrival to the Office.  
The Office reserves the right to process on an exclusive basis visa applications of some categories 
of applicants and/or passports (Diplomatic, official passports, special cases, family reunion, work 
visas..). 
 
c) Data-entry. 
The company performs the data-entry of all relevant data related to every application in a dedicated 
computer database following a check-list provided by the Office. The Office can access anytime the 
computer network of the company service centre in order to acquire information on the status of 
applications submitted or under process. The company will provide a secure online connection 
between the service centre and the Office. The Office can let the company access, at precise 
conditions, its own database, thus allowing the company staff, previously authorised by the Office, 
to perform data-entry according to procedures established by the Office. 
 
d) Collection of applicants biometric data 
 
Upon the introduction of the biometric data system for visas, the company will be allowed to collect 
applicants fingerprints and pictures. Hardware and software technical specification are defined by 
the Ministry. Biometric data storage and transmission are compliant with Italian and European law 
on personal data. 
 
e) Retrieval and return of passports 
 
The company will collect processed applications from the Office as per timelines agreed with the 
Office and arrange for their return to applicants at the service centre. Within three hours after 
receiving the passports from the Office, the Company notifies the applicants of the possibility of 
collecting them from the next working day.  
In case of visa rejection, the company provides the applicant with the rejection document duly 
signed by the Office responsible of the procedure (2 originals). The company returns the rejection 
document signed by the applicant as a receipt to the Office. 
 
f) Visa fee collection and remittance 
 
At the time of the submission of the visa applications, the company will collect at its service centre, 
on behalf of the Office, the visa fees from the applicants, together with the related service fees. The 
visa fees collected will be dispatched to the Office on a weekly basis. The company will comply  
with all audit and accounting requirements of the Embassy in this regard. The company will 



reimburse visa fees eventually lost from the moment they are collected at the service centre and the 
time they are received by the Office. 
In compliance with EU laws in force, the total service fee related to a visa application cannot be 
higher than half of the visa fee.  
At the end of every year starting from two years after the entry into force of the contract between 
the Embassy and the Company, the parts may agree on an increase in the service fee. 
Information and appointments booking services through call centres and/or Internet (apart from the 
cost of the call/connection) are free of charge. 
 
g) Allied services to applicants for an extra charge 
 
With prior approval of the Embassy of Italy, the Company service centre can provide additional 
allied services, such as photography and photocopy, to visa applicants at an extra charge.  
 
h) Complimentary services to the Embassy of Italy 
 
The company will be privileged to handle the distribution to applicants of public service messages 
from the Government of Italy. These services will be provided at no charge to the Embassy or the 
visa applicants. 
 
Art. 3 Other contract burdens 
 
The company issues, with the approval of the Office, information documents ad forms related to 
visa applications. 
The proposed company service centre will be a separate business unit that will be established in 
Tehran, Islamic Republic of Iran, by the company solely to serve the Embassy of Italy. 
It is agreed that visa applications will be presented to the company service centre on a voluntary 
basis. At any time applicants can submit applications directly to the Office. The company notifies 
the applicants on the voluntary basis of the service provided.  
The company stores data on visa applications up to one year from the date of visa issuance/denial. 
Accounting data can be stored anonymously according to the Iranian law. 
 
Art. 4. Staff recruitment  
 
The company will recruit staff members to be assigned exclusively to the Italian visa service centre. 
All staff members will be adequately trained by the company to perform their duties. All staff will 
be employed as per the labour laws of  Iran. There should be at any time at least two staff members 
who fluently read and speak Italian or English. The company should send to the Embassy the CVs 
of the staff members. 
The head of the service centre will be a dedicated resource, fluent in Italian or English, and a one-
point contact for the Embassy and the Office. He/she should have a valid deputy. The Office can 
ask the company to replace him/her. 
The number of staff members to be assigned to the Italian visa service centre should be decided 
according to the number of visas issued in the last three years. For the first year, no less than 6 
counters should be operational to receive the applications for visas to Italy. This number should be 
adapted, in agreement with the Embassy of Italy, depending on the number of applications, 
measured every six months. 
 
Art. 5 Direction and Inspections 
 



The Office is entitled to issue guidelines and instructions to the company, in order to ensure the 
company is adequately performing its duties according to the contract and the EU and Italian laws 
on visas. The company engages to follow instructions received by the Office concerning both the 
visa procedure and the organization of the services provided, which will be inspired by 
transparency, fairness and efficiency. 
 
The Office is entitled to monitor and verify the activity of the company, namely on: a) information 
and forms provided to the applicants; b) all measures adopted to safeguard personal data collection, 
transmission and storage; c) collection and transmission of biometric data; d) measures adopted to 
ensure compliance with laws on data protection; e) any other aspect of the company's activity in 
terms of fairness, non-discrimination, and transparency in handling visa applications. 
 
To this end, the Office reserves the right to conduct inspections without prior notice by its personnel 
to the service centre. The Office reserves the right to access the company's service centre IT 
infrastructure and archives in order to verify its fairness and transparency in handling visa 
applications. The Office can ask to read all kind of documents related to visa applications. The 
Office can ask to record and play telephone conversations related to the services provided by the 
company under the contract. 
 
Art. 6 Liability 
 
The company is solely and exclusively responsible for any reimbursement request by the applicants. 
The company engages to ask every applicant to sign a clause accepting the exclusion of any 
responsibility of the Office and excluding any legal action against the Office for any 
default/misconduct by the company. 
The company cannot claim any reimbursement/refund from the Government of Italy/Embassy of 
Italy for any of the services provided. 
 
 
Art. 7 Contract transfer 
 
The company cannot transfer the contract signed with the Embassy to a third party without the 
agreement of the Embassy. The company transferring the contract remains responsible for the 
obligations of the company that takes over the contract. 
 
Art. 8 Privacy  
 
The company engages to provide applicants with information on the treatment and communication 
of their personal data as of Italian law Dgls n. 196, June 30th, 2003 and any other relevant 
information on their rights in this regard according to art. 7 of the above mentioned law. 
 
Art. 9 Service Minimum Standards 
 
In addition to the minimum requirements established in Attachment X of EU Regulation n. 
810/2009 (EU Visa Code), the company will ensure the following minimum service standards: 
 
a) applicant's appointment to submit the visa application: the appointment should take place at the 

company's service centre in Tehran within seven working days from the request via call center 
and/or website; 

b) applicant's appointment to submit business visa application: the appointment should take place 
at the company's service centre in Tehran within two working days from the request via call 



center and/or website; the application will be received only after a clearance (via email) from 
the commercial office of the Embassy on the reliability of the business invitation from Italy; 

c) the number of appointments should be consistent with the maximum amount of applications that 
can be received daily by the Office; 

d) transfer of applications from the Office to the company and from the Company to the Office: 
within one working day from the collection of the application; 

e) System recovery in case of service interruption: within 24 hours from the interruption; 
f) Sms, telephone or email notifications on the availability of the applicants' passports at the 

service centre after visa processing by the Office: within three hours from remittance of the 
passport from the Embassy. 

 
In case of serious default/misconduct, the Embassy will be entitled to terminate the agreement 
according to the following art. 10. 
 
Art. 10 Termination of the agreement 
 
The parties agree that, in addition to the rules set out in art. 1453 of the Italian Civil Code 
concerning contract misconduct, the contract can be terminated, according to art. 1456 of Italian 
Civil Code, the following circumstances: 
a. Transfer of the contract without previous agreement of the Office 
b. Non motivated service interruption 
c. Serious defaults/misconduct in delivering the service 
d. Default in replacing the one-point contact staff member upon request by the Embassy 
e. Repeated written complaints (more than ten in three months) by the Office for misconducts by 

the company 
In the above mentioned circumstances, the contract is terminated with immediate effect following a 
written notice by the Office forwarded to the Company. 
The termination of the contract does not exclude any claim for damages action by the Office. 
 
The Office can ask for immediate modifications of the contract without any notice in case of entry 
into force of new EU or National regulations concerning visas. 
 
Art. 11 Withdrawal 
 
The Office can withdraw from the contract anytime just by providing the company with a written 
notice at least two months in advance. The company is not entitled to withdraw from the contract 
before its expiry. 
 
Art. 12 Governing law and jurisdiction 
 
The agreement shall be governed and enforced in accordance with the Iranian Law and shall be 
subject to the immunity clauses provided by the Vienna Convention on Diplomatic Missions. Any 
dispute over the existence, validity, efficacy, execution and/or termination of the agreement should 
be solved exclusively by the competent Iranian court. 
 
 
 
 
 
 


